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Gender Inclusion Supports Peace in Colombia 
By Natalia Cote-Muñoz 

On 2 October 2016, Colombians took a vote on a historic peace accord. Members of Colombia’s largest rebel group, the 

FARC (Armed Revolutionary Force of Colombia, FARC for its Spanish acronym), and members of the government reached 

an agreement that ended a war that had raged for half a century. The Colombian peace process is innovative because it is 

the first one that actively includes gender, sexuality, and violence against women in the agreement. Gender and sexuality 

issues were included with support from the United Nations, an array of international accords, and the Colombian constitution. 

Government negotiators met with several women’s focus groups in order to make an accord that was as representative as 

possible of all Colombian women. The language used explicitly referred to women and members of the LGBTI community. 

The original version of the accord was rejected in October of 2016 by a margin of less than 1 percent. The opposition, led 

by former president Álvaro Uribe Vélez, focused on the use of gendered language and the recognition of LGBTI communities 

in order to mobilize the "no" vote. 

Female and LGBTI Victims of the War 

Conflicts affect various genders and sexualities differently. In the middle of the Colombian conflict, entire towns were 

ravaged and raped by guerrilla members and paramilitary. Often in violent conflicts, the rape of women is used to humiliate 

members of the community. Furthermore, many women were enslaved and/or forced to perform domestic labor or crimes. 

Women have also suffered more forced displacement, violence, and threats than men. LGBTI members have also received 

a disproportionate amount of violence directed at them due to their sexual orientation and/or gender identity by the FARC 

(Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia) and other groups involved in the war. The extent of this violence has also 

been significantly ignored and understudied.  

The accord addressed these issues of gender and sexuality in several ways. One of the main ways was through language, 

and it received the brunt of the controversy. The accord used differentiations such as “women, boys, girls, ethnic 
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communities, people with disabilities, elderly, and people with diverse gender identities and sexualities.” The accord also 

included a space to consider the specific realities of those who are not ethnic minorities, males, cisgender, straight, or adults:  

This recognition implies the adoption of specific measures in the planning, execution, and follow-up of the 
plans and programs considered in this accord so that their implementation takes into account the specific 
and differential conditions of women, in accordance to their life cycle, affections, and needs (gender focus). 

The accord calls for truth committees to put special emphasis on issues such as rape, forced abortions, gender, and 

discrimination based on sexuality. Violence against women by the FARC is a crime that will not receive amnesty, and a 

special team would form to investigate issues of gender-based violence. 

 

In addition, a huge issue in conflict resolution is the reintegration of male guerrilla members into society. Studies have shown 

that women play a large role in keeping peace after conflict. Women often help males integrate into their communities by 

preventing others from ostracizing them, providing services through civilian groups, sharing services, and by serving as 

teachers and trainer. However, women also tend to be disproportionately affected by the males who come back in post-

conflict situations. Often, former warriors come back and rape women and behave violently. The accord planned to correct 

for those issues in areas discussing the reintegration of men. 

What Is Gender Ideology and Did the Process Promote It? 

Opposers of the peace agreement claimed the process was promoting "gender ideology,” which they interpreted to mean 

being against evangelical and Catholic family values. The term "gender ideology" dates back to the time of Pope John Paul 

II, who used it to mean that it is the belief that gender is a differentiated social construction not decided by God's will. Many 

conservative Catholics and Christians in Colombia believe that "gender ideology" promotes homosexuality and can influence 

a person’s gender identity.  

In the months before the peace process came to an accord, there was strong provocation of Colombia’s religious right by 

the alleged promotion of “gender ideology.” The peace process came shortly after former minister of education, the openly 

lesbian Gina Parody, began promoting educational guides to support students from LGBTI communities, which received 

strong backlash from the religious right. As Parody became involved in the peace accords, the opposition conflated the 

hysteria over her educational guides, using the inclusion of gender in the peace accords as a way to delegitimize them. 

Former Columbian president Álvaro Uribe lent his voice to the conflict saying that “One is not born female or male, but that 

this is defined by ‘society,’ is an abuse of minors, a disrespect of nature and of the family.” The reasons individuals opposed 

the accord ranged from issues of bypassing domestic legal institutions by conducting negotiations in Havana, to the desire 
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for more punitive measures against the FARC. “Gender ideology,” then, became part of the argument of the opposition due 

to a combination of opportunism and bad timing in the “yes” camp—it was an easier, more digestible way to gather people 

together against the accord than the legal, institutional, or political reasons. Because of that, the “no” camp was able to both 

swiftly propagate misinformation and mobilize the religious right against “gender ideology.” 

One of the main pieces of misinformation is that the accord promoted abortion, even though the final agreement does not 

even include the word. Furthermore, most of the gender and LGBTI-inclusive language was mainly rhetorical. In fact, the 

word LGBTI only appeared 10 times in the first accord, “gender” appeared 114 times, and “ideology” appeared none—

“gender ideology” was never mentioned. These linguistic differentiations are not new for Colombian law, as the Colombian 

Constitution already differentiates between men and women.  

The opposition to “gender ideology” is not merely due to misinformation or ideological differences. Many have argued that 

the religious right's position has been a way to try to incorporate its views into the peace accord. This is because the first 

accord was set up to be an addition to the constitution, and recently rights awarded to women and LGBTI individuals have 

increased. In April 2016, Colombia legalized same-sex marriage, six months after legalizing adoption by gay individuals. 

Incorporation of the religious right into the peace accord, then, could have allowed for inclusion of their views in the 

constitution; but not necessarily undone everything done thus far. In addition, the inclusion of the religious right in these 

accords is murky, due to the separation of church and state. Church victims should be considered, but otherwise their place 

is not in the accord.  

Women in the FARC 

Women form about 40 percent of the FARC ranks. Although most female FARC members say that they enjoy gender 

equality, the reality is that this is not necessarily the case. Women who have defected from the FARC describe forced 

abortions and contraception for women as young as 12. The women who did not abort were oftentimes forced to separate 

from their children. Many were often victims of sexual assault from other FARC members, and considered to be property. 

The highest echelons of the FARC have been controlled by men, with their female lovers unofficially as second-in-command. 

But once they were no longer together, the women would lose their power. 

The reasons for women and girls to join the FARC vary, ranging from ideology, to family ties, to a desire for more power. 

However, the vast majority of women join to protect themselves from murder, torture, or abuse by state actors. Reasons for 

joining may also differ from those of men. For instance, economic reasons for joining the FARC and/or drug trafficking are 

often due to the fact that land and businesses, officially and unofficially, tend to be given to men in the family. With fewer 

resources at their disposal, women have an added incentive to join the guerrilla and/or the drug trade.  
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Women at the Table: Ensuring the Sustainability of Peace 

The talks for the peace accord included for the first time anywhere in the world a gender subcommission established by 

negotiators from both sides. This is extremely rare, as women tend to make up only 4 percent of signatories, 2.4 percent of 

chief mediators, 3.7 percent of witnesses and 9 percent of negotiators. Colombian president Juan Manuel Santos named 

two women to the government’s team, accounting for one-fifth of government negotiators, while women made up 10 to 20 

percent of FARC negotiators.  Women’s groups have a history of involvement in building peace in the Colombian conflict. 

In addition to negotiating local ceasefires with armed groups and winning the release of hostages, they have documented 

human rights violations and pressured armed groups to release roadblocks. They have also protested budget priorities of 

local governments and looked for alternative solutions to deal with illegal activities such as drug trafficking. In September 

2016, around 500 women gathered to celebrate the peace agreement and urge voters to support it. 

The presence of women in the negotiation is key to the sustainability of the accord. Studies have shown that when women 

influence conflict resolution, agreements last longer. Furthermore, for democratizing countries, channeling support to female 

politicians and women’s groups can play a key role in helping these states successfully transition into democracy. In the 

area of political participation, the accord underscored the need for female FARC members to have as good of a chance in 

political participation as their male counterparts, aiming for a fifty-fifty gender parity. 

Getting Rid of Gender Ideology in the New Accord 

Although there was a differentiated mentioning of the issues affecting women and LGBTI individuals in the original accord, 

most of the support was rhetorical. Rarely were concrete measures taken in order to support these groups, making the 

implementation of the differentiated requirements difficult and up for interpretation. The new accord, which was meant to 

correct for the "gender ideology" controversy, only further weakened an already weak set of arguments. However, the final 

peace process accord did correct for misinterpretation by saying that:  

No content in the Final Accord will be understood or interpreted as the negation, restriction, or diminution 
of people’s rights, independent of their sex, age, religious beliefs, opinions, ethnic identity, belonging to the 
LGBTI population, or any other reason; nor of the right to free development of one’s personality and of the 
right to freedom of conscience. 

In addition, although the new accord no longer serves as part of the constitution, areas focusing on human rights do serve 

as constitutional amendments. Because of this, the amendments are more likely to be enforced. That said, research has 

shown that in peace agreements, implementation of issues regarding human rights have difficulties. 

There are reasons to be optimistic for this accord. It is one of the first of its kind in conflict resolution in that it includes women 

and LGBTI individuals. It sets the precedent for continued inclusion of differentiated language and policy towards women 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/08/19/the-colombian-peace-agreement-gives-gender-issues-a-central-role-heres-why-this-is-so-important/
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and members of the LGBTI community with other guerrilla groups in Colombia and around the world. However, as Colombia 

supports the continued inclusion of these issues, it's important to take in the lessons of this accord in order to make the 

inclusion of gender more politically feasible, to be aware of opposition sensibilities, and to correct for the lack of concreteness 

overall. Colombia will only achieve gender parity if it continues to push for it, while finding politically savvy ways to do so. 

Looking Forward 

There are many lessons to be learned from this episode of including gender and sexuality into a framework for conflict 

resolution. Selecting a referendum, openly including former minister Gina Parody, and underestimating the power of the 

opposition to mobilize, were tactical miscalculations of the domestic political climate. Referenda in particular, should only 

be used if legitimacy of an accord cannot be achieved through other means, as they tend to be swayed more by the 

popularity of the people passing each referendum than the actual content. There are other ways to achieve legitimacy; the 

new peace accord is not necessarily less legitimate. 

In addition, more attention needs to be paid to the sensitivities of public opinion and how the public narrative is controlled, 

especially if a referendum or other democratic methods are used. According to Marshall Ganz, activist and senior lecturer 

at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, a public narrative must be a combination of the story 

of self (an individual, a victim), the story of us (the broader community—the Colombian people), and the story of now 

(creating urgency—a potential for peace after many years). The opposition managed to mobilize many Colombians by 

controlling the narrative in this manner; the peace process, according to them, would not bring justice to victims, but would 

empower criminals and damage families, and therefore should be voted against. An equally digestible and effective narrative 

from those in support of the accord, instead of just reacting to the opposition, might have led to the peace process passing 

the first time. 

Furthermore, more work needed to be done to break apart the opposition. Because the opposition united in its strategy 

despite its different reasoning, it was easy to spread misinformation. If a referendum is put forward to the popular vote, then 

it is essential to understand and address the public, particularly the opposition and potential polarization. Language of 

potentially sensitive issues needs to be constructed in a way that is effective in its goals, cannot be misconstrued, and does 

not weaken the proposals. Potential for polarization needs to be addressed, as well as prevention and control of the spread 

of misinformation. This needs to be a priority in a time where fake news and misinformation spread like viruses.  

Finally, although the accord was fast-tracked in Congress, it is best to stay cautiously optimistic towards its implementation. 

If Colombia wants to ensure that gender and diverse sexualities are included, it is important that both national and 
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international individuals and organizations continue to pressure for results. Without continuing to push for more in a strategic 

manner, Colombia will not achieve parity. 
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